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Introduction
In early July 2016, Terreform was approached by a representative of Manhattan Community 
Board 2 for its opinion about the proposed development at 550 Washington Street and the 
facilitating transfer of air rights from Pier 40. After presenting some initial reactions in writing, 
Terreform was asked to elaborate its recommendations in the form of design alternatives and 
this document reflects a blending of Terreform’s analysis and the recommendations in the Final 
Resolution of CB2. While the two were not completely aligned in detail and scope, we believe 
that they are largely consistent in spirit. In the end, however, while informed by interaction with 
by CB2, the proposals are Terreform’s and differ in critical ways from CB2’s final position: the 
document is both a synthesis and a compromise.

Although we are generally supportive of adaptive re-use or rebuilding on the St. John’s site – 
and had earlier suggested it as a potential location for the expansion of NYU (Appendix B) - we 
found that the proposal – which received approval from the City Council on December 15 - is 
both over-large and too narrowly planned to fully leverage the opportunities presented by the 
site and to fulfill the obligations of such a massive undertaking to a neighborhood in the course 
of dramatic transition. Nevertheless, we recognize that the deal enacted does satisfy a number 
of complexly inter-related community needs and that it is a material improvement over both 
the initial proposal presented and the as-of-right scheme bruited by the developer – which 
included a 600 foot office building among other horrors – that might have been built in the 
absence of a deal.  

The deal now struck includes a number of critical elements:

1. The payment (to be placed in escrow) of $100 Million to the Hudson River Park Trust to repair 
the crumbling structure of Pier 40 in exchange for the transfer of 200,000 square feet of air 
rights to the project site.
2. An agreement that there be no further transfers from the Trust’s agglomerated rights into CB2.
3. The elimination of “big box” retail from the project and a preference for locally oriented retail.
4. The creation of a new South Village Historic District.
5. The inclusion in the project of affordable housing – amounting to 30% of a total of a 
projected 1586 units –  in exchange for additional bonuses.
6. The provision of indoor recreational space with some accessibility to the community.
7. A reduction in the insame number of parking spaces originally proposed.

These are all surely important and much credit for constructing the deal goes to City 
Councilman Corey Johnson, CB2, Borough President Gale Brewer, Andrew Berman of the 
Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation, and many other engaged citizens. While 
Terreform takes an all’s-well-that-ends-well position on this process, we nevertheless note that 
the making of the deal was not democracy’s most shining hour (see Appendix A), that the larger 
question of air rights transfer from the park remains hanging (and threatening), that the project 
itself is over-large and likely to have a number of negative environmental and visual impacts, 
and that broader planning implications (including the actual use of Pier 40 as well as effects 
both throughout the surrounding neighborhood and along the length of the Hudson River 

waterfront) have been ignored by stuffing so many eggs in this single development basket.  
However, we believe there is still an opportunity to address a number of the plan’s most 
obvious deficits. This arises both from the constricted nature of the design, which makes no 
formal address to its immediate – or extended – surroundings and from the fact that the almost 
developer has already begun to copiously hint that the project may not rapidly go ahead. 
Indeed, the idea of renovations to the St. John’s Building as an “interim” move have already been 
floated along with many suggestions that a soft market for luxury apartments, office space, 
and hotel rooms could cause unspecified delays and potential modifications of the project’s 
program.  With this in mind, we urge that the following be considered as this project and 
process grind ahead:

1. The height of the project is too great.
2. The disposition of bulk on the site is unrefined and poorly configured for public access.
3. The project will result in a net reduction of open space per capita in an area already poorly 
provisioned with such space.
4. The site plan, as currently configured, will prevent the restoration of the historic 
neighborhood street grid and the connection of inland sites to the waterfront.
5. By extension, the site plan does nothing to anticipate the inevitable future development of 
the very long parallel site currently occupied by UPS and FedEx.
6. The project does not consider its relationship to Pier 40, save fiscally, and ignores mutually 
beneficial planning possibilities.
7. The remaking of Pier 40 – so relevant to the future of this area – remains opaque and unlikely 
to engage an appropriately public process in its design.
8. The project both ignores and thwarts opportunities for connections between waterfront 
green spaces and existing and potential systems of greening deeper inland.
9. The project makes no provision for the construction of a new public school needed by the 
growing residential population of the surrounding neighborhood.

This document is something of a mixed bag. It grew over time but – with the punctuating vote 
of the City Council - we now finalize it for the record as well as for the continuing relevance 
of a number of its elements. Some of these are remnants of oppositional planning that 
has become moot. Others retain their importance for on-going discussion not just of the 
550 Washington Street site but of the future of Pier 40, the waterfront, the Hudson Square 
neighborhood, the provision of public infrastructure, the use and fungibility of air rights, the 
idea of comprehensive, community-based planning, and the general deal-driven approach 
that dominates current practice.  We leave our specific counter-proposals to the Atlas Capital/
Westbrook Partners scheme intact as we feel that their critique – if somewhat compromised by 
where the debate has arrived at the point of our intervention – are still germane.

We see this process as far from over and hope to be able to intervene usefully in the future.  The 
site is two blocks from our studio and we’ll keep a close eye on it.

December 2016
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EXISTING

30th St. 18th St. 14th St. Perry and Charles St. Houston St. Fulton St.

World Trade Center

Trump Soho
Abington House

TERREFORM PROPOSAL

TRANSFERRING ALL AIR RIGHTS (1.5 MILLION SQUARE FEET) FROM HUDSON RIVER PARK

WESTBROOK PARTNERS/ATLAS CAPITAL GROUP PROPOSAL

Potential Waterfront Development
As the Hudson River waterfront moves to a state 
of completion – vacant sites built out and soft 
sites enlarged - it’s crucial that its character be 
considered as a whole. Massive air-rights transfers 
from the Hudson River Park across the West Side 
Highway and the pressures of development in 
general have the potential to radically disrupt 
the present scale and rhythm of the waterfront, 
especially in the low-rise territory that extends from 
Tribeca to Chelsea. Sensitive planning demands 
serious reflection on what we want our waterfront 
to be. This must include consideration of where the 
built frontage should be high and where it should 
be low, of the rhythm of variation and eccentricity, 
and of the way in which the character of the city’s 
edge reflects and reinforces the qualities of the 
neighborhoods behind it.  These are questions 
that combine matters of scale, expression, mix, 
opportunity, and environment.  The risks are great.  
Do we want the Hudson waterfront to replicate 
Lake Shore Drive in Chicago, Copacabana, or the 
spreading high-rise wall that’s increasingly lining 
the East River in Brooklyn and Queens?  Or do 
we want to find a more particular solution that 
embodies the special histories and circumstances of 
the variegated neighborhoods and places that have 
accumulated their differences over centuries?

This drawing indicates that there is a crucial range 
of building from Chelsea to Tribeca that has a visual 
median of mid-rise proportions and contains many 
lower sections.  Adding 1.5 million square feet in 
transferred rights (and additional bonuses that may 
be available) to this relatively even profile with its 
potential disruption of the remaining small-scaled 
fragments of the nineteenth century city that still 
persist along the waterfront is clearly to sacrifice 
something of real importance and the cost-benefit 
analysis that justifies it needs to be rigorously 
questioned. We do not believe that towers belong in 
this territory.
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We’re concerned that this project is out of sync with the neighborhood behind it and will accelerate an alarming tip of a re-scaling underway, most dramatically emblematized by the Trump Soho Hotel, 
looming over its neighbors with glassy contempt.  The texture of “Hudson Square” is comprised of buildings with a default height of around fifteen stories. This satisfying and harmonious character 
is now being sundered by buildings more than twice as tall, liberated by changes in zoning.  We understand that edges of great value – our riverfronts and great parks – demand special responses 
and that much of the character of the city derives from the harmony of the conventions expressed by Riverside Drive or Central Park West.  However, just at the southern end of Central Park is now 
falling victim to the thoughtless grandiosity of “Billionaire’s Row” so we worry that buildings too tall at 550 Washington will have negative artistic, social, and environmental consequences for the 
neighborhood for which it will form a crucial edge and will open the floodgates for further scaling up along the river.  We do know that this site faces a broad highway and a huge pier and that these, 
too, are its context.  However, we strongly feel that an extended view of the character of the waterfront and a cogent, anticipatory, plan for the neighborhood to the east must inform the scale, mix, and 
siting of this project.
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A Plethora of Development Opportunities
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The 2013 Hudson Square Rezoning and subsequent surge in high-rise residential construction portends a future direction for neighborhood growth, especially considering the volume of available air 
rights potentially available in the Community District. The St. John’s site is so capacious and the project proposed for it so extensive that planning for the future of the surrounding neighborhood must 
be an influential element of any design. In particular, a number of soft and vacant sites must be assayed to produce a coherent proposition, most notably the blocks-long and underbuilt UPS shipping 
facility that runs between Washington and Greenwich Streets from Spring all the way to Houston as well as the FedEx Site to its north, the vacant lot at Hudson and Clarkson, as well as other “at risk” 
sites throughout the area.  

EXAMPLES OF SOFT SITES

Available FAR

Open Space

Parking Lot

Vacant Lot

4
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2
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COMMUNITY DISTRICT 2 HUDSON SQUARE SPECIAL DISTRICT

575,734 
sq ft

45,614,976
sq ft

Available FAR
Parking

Lots
Vacant 

Lots

142,653
sq ft

79,938
sq ft

3,232,298
sq ft

14,065
sq ft
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A New and Unrecognizable Neighborhood 
This image reveals what the neighborhood would look like with the addition of over 45.6 million square feet of available development rights in CD2 (3.2 million belonging to Hudson Square) should 
development continue to occur without forethought or coordinated neighborhood planning efforts.

NEIGHBORHOOD COMPLETELY BUILT OUT
Adding all available FAR to the existing building stock would dramatically 
amplify the scale of CD2. The reflected changes here do not include 
development from potential future air rights transfers. 

EXISTING 
Historic protection prior to recent rezonings has created a consistent 
architectural scale in CD2, with buildings in Greenwhich and South Village 
Historic Districts averaging around five stories and in Hudson Square around 
fifteen.

OTHER UNUSED FAR - CD2
There are other pockets at risk of development in addition to Hudson Square, 
such as the waterfront, NYU, and lots adjacent to avenues.

UNUSED FAR - HUDSON SQUARE
There are 3,232,298 square feet of development rights in the Special District, 
and with the 2013 rezoning they are quickly disappearing.

UNUSED FAR - EXISTING PARKING LOTS
CD2’s parking lots contain 575,734 square feet of development rights. As 
the value of land with unused development rights skyrockets, parking lots, 
garages, and gas stations are being converted to residential towers. 

NYC Department of City Planning, “PLUTO,” BYTES of the BIG APPLE, 2015.
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A Revised Site Proposal
To be clear, we take no issue with the elegant expressive character of 
the architecture developed for this project by the architects Cook/Fox. 
The formal combination of simple elevations with complex massing is 
impressive.  Our proposal seeks to have this architecture revised to reflect a 
reduction in overall bulk and maximum height, a change in mix, and a more 
responsive approach to the urban design of the area.  We include a number 
of diagrams and tabulations by way of urgings rather than absolutes and 
greatly look forward to what these talented architects will bring to a more 
responsively programmed and organized project.  We suggest the following:

1.The height of the project be reduced to a maximum of 400 feet. The bulk of 
the project should be lower, reflecting the scale of the neighborhood behind 
it and the buildings adjacent to it along the waterfront.

2. The site be configured as three distinct blocks aligned with the extensions 
of Charlton and King Streets.

3. The big box store be eliminated in favor of smaller-scale ground-level 
retail and professional space, possibly including a supermarket.

4. Parking be substantially reduced.

5. Public space be expanded at grade in the form of pedestrian streets on 
the historic grid, a linear park along Washington Street, and an internal way.  
We believe, however, that the question of public space must be considered 
holistically and strongly urge the dramatic enlargement of open space on 
Pier 40 and the mapping of a future park either to the north or south of 
Houston Street, between Greenwich and Washington.

6. The planned hotel (a likely economic non-starter in the current market) be 
eliminated in favor of additional housing, retaining a 70/30 (or better) split 
between market and affordable units.

7. An additional signaled grade-level crossing of West Street be added on 
alignment with the newly restored King Street pedestrian way.

Our quick investigation of morphologies that would satisfy these 
requirements suggests that a street-wall at the neighborhood default 
(approximately 180 feet) serve as a podium for slimmer towers rising above.  
We assume the architects of the project could design an elegant transition 
from this block-filling base to four or five elegant luxury towers atop it and 
would organize the structure as a whole to maximize skyline and water 
views. The small block strategy should assist in this by maximizing perimeter 
conditions. 
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WESTBROOK PARTNERS/ATLAS CAPITAL GROUP PROPOSAL TERREFORM PROPOSAL

CROSSWALKS

Pier 40 Pier 40

DSNY

UPS UPS

Houston St. Houston St.

DSNY

193% 152% 75% 7% 

PUBLIC SPACE STREETSIDE ENTRYWAYS BUILDING HEIGHTS

Westbrook/Atlas - 32,500 sq ft 
(20,750 above grade) Westbrook/Atlas - 527 ft Westbrook/Atlas -8 entryways Westbrook/Atlas -430 ft (Top of slab 480’)

Terreform - 81,960 sq ft Terreform - 1,546 ft Terreform - 14 entryways Terreform - 400 ft

Increase Increase DecreaseIncrease

Based on May 5, 2016 drawing set



Westbrook Partners/Atlas Capital Group

Retail Residential Hotel Event Space Parking School Total

Local Destination Big Box Retail Total

Above Ground 37,000 sqft 113,200 sqft 0 150,200 sqft 1,334,100 sqft 229,700 sqft 41,400 sqft 0 0 1,755,400 sqft

Basement 0 0 104,800 sqft 104,800 sqft 0 0 0 101,000 sqft 0 205,800 sqft

Total 255,000 sqft 1,334,100 sqft 229,700 sqft 41,400 sqft 101,000 sqft 0 sqft 1,961,200 sqft

Terreform 

Retail Residential Hotel Event Space Parking School Total

Local Destination Luxury Retail Total

Above Ground 50,000 sqft 21,723 sqft 71,723 sqft 1,648,129

1,648,129

sqft 0 0 0 30,000 sqft 1,749,852 sqft

Basement 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 30,000 25,000sqft 0

1,774,852

sqft

Total 71,723 sqft sqft 0 sqft 0 sqft 30,000 sqft 30,000 sqft sqft
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WESTBROOK PARTNERS/ATLAS CAPITAL 
GROUP PROPOSAL

TERREFORM PROPOSAL
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WESTBROOK PARTNERS/ATLAS CAPITAL GROUP PROPOSAL TERREFORM PROPOSAL

Bulk Comparison
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Re-Knitting the City Grid

POPPLETON MAP 1817 EXISTING FUTURE RECONNECTION
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We strongly support planning for the eventual extension of both King and Charlton Streets from Sixth Avenue to the river as well as of Van Dam through the current UPS site. This will require 
the reconfiguration of the 550 Washington Street project to align with these streets as well as a pre-emptive re-mapping of the UPS site to eventually permit the two streets to pass through it, 
defining small blocks that will help define local character. Re-knitting the city grid to bring it to the waterfront will both rescale neighborhood parcels downward and will suggest that additional 
opportunities to cross the West Side Highway by pedestrians be created, permitting far easier access to Pier 40 and Hudson River Park.  Our preference is for additional grade-level crossings, rather 
than a bridge over the highway.
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Enlarging Public Space
Lower Manhattan is one of the most underserved areas of the city in open and public space.  While the overall average open space throughout New York is 2.9 acres per 1000 residents, the 
comparable number downtown is only 1 acre.  Even the developer’s own environmental impact statement reports that the construction of the Washington Street project - including a highly 
dubious public space proposed for a bridge above Houston Street – will result in a net reduction of green space per capita of approximately seven percent.  This is intolerable but can be addressed 
– as illustrated here – in a number of ways.  To begin, this new space needs to be at grade, not just up in the air, and a proper ground-level park or plaza should be part of the development site.  
Additional opportunities for urban squares are available on the current FEDEX site to the north of UPS, as part of the ultimate redevelopment of the UPS site itself, and on vacant land on Hudson 
Street. Moreover, as illustrated, there are opportunities to create links between existing green spaces by repurposing portions of streets (including areas of very wide and under-utilized stretches of 
both Washington and Greenwich) and the removal and greening of parking lanes on smaller streets. The scale of the opportunity to knit the territory between Sixth Avenue and the river together 
with a rich green grid has the potential to create a truly singular neighborhood, not merely an accidental one.  We propose to further study a connection that will effectively lead from Pier 40 to 
Washington Square.
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Maximizing Public Use on Pier 40
A comprehensive approach to planning the 
future of the neighborhood demands that Pier 
40 be designed in concert with other new public 
and private developments that will arrive over the 
years.  It seems generally agreed that the main 
goal is to maximize the recreational area of the 
pier, creating as many sports fields as possible. 
Obviously, this is contingent on what additional 
uses the pier is to hold, their compatibility with 
open space, and the level of transformation of the 
existing configuration of the pier that’s practical 
and acceptable.  

From Terreform’s perspective, the use of the 
enclosed areas of the pier for parking seems a 
ludicrous waste of such valuable space. (Indeed, 
we believe that the addition of any additional 
parking in lower Manhattan is folly.)  However, 
the community of local drivers and the fees they 
generate for the Trust appear to be an irresistible 
force and the storage of 700 private cars highly 
likely to be part of the reconstructed pier. There 
are a variety of ways of incorporating this if it 
must be included. The path of least resistance is 
simply to rehabilitate the existing parking areas. 
A more radical solution would be to remove the 
existing superstructure and add a deck over the 
entire area of the pier, reserving the existing 
“grade” for parking, thus allowing the equivalent 
of the entire surface area of the pier to utilize as 
sports and park space. 

EXISTING

OPTION A

OPTION C

OPTION B

Number of Parking Spots
700 Rooftop, 1,700 Building 

700 Rooftop, 850 Building 
440,000 sq ft
644,000 sq ft

0 Rooftop, 1,700 Building 
511,000sq ft
0 sq ft

850 Building 
644,000 sq ft
644,000 sq ft

Indoor Recreation
0 sq ft

Outdoor Recreation
216,000 sq ft
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A New Public School
The development of the Washington Street site as well as the rapid addition of residential population in Hudson Square calls for the construction of a new elementary school.  We suggest three potential 
locations. First, within the area of the new project; second, on Hudson Street, opposite Walker Park, and, finally, on Pier 40 itself, with its abundant sports fields and superb location on the river.

3 1

2
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 Special Hudson River Park District

 Special Hudson River Park District

 Hudson Square Special District

Extension of Air Rights Transfer Zone

Pier 40

SJC

Since the proposed development departs radically from the site’s existing zoning, the Department of City Planning has prepared a revised zoning map to define a “Hudson River Park Special District” 
that could receive - and advantageously use - the transfer by greatly increasing allowable bulk, changing designated uses, permitting additional parking, and building in exception to the “contextual” 
strictures that govern the scale and character of construction nearby. Just one block west of the Special Hudson River Park District is the similarly zoned Hudson Square Special District, which was 
created in the 2013 rezoning intended to preserve the industrial and manufacturing nature of the neighborhood, while promoting more residential and retail development. If the Hudson River Park 
Special District expanded to encompass Hudson Square, the 200,000 square feet could be radically disaggregated into much smaller increments that could be added as a series of bonuses to the on-
going wave on construction in the area. As previously shown, there is plethora of development opportunity in the neighborhood, and while we are critical of the all eggs in one basket style, we favor 
the addition of well distributed and well planned housing, open space, and commercial development. 

Contextual Zoning, FAR: 10

North site: M1-5 to C6-4, FAR: 10
Center site: M2-4 to C6-3, FAR: 7.52
South side: M2-4 to M1-5, FAR: 5

Contexual Zoning, FAR: 10
Air Rights Transfer throughout all
district



Current Proposal
Retail Residential Hotel Event Space Parking School Total

Local Destination Big Box Retail Total
Above Ground 37,000 sqft 113,200 sqft 0 150,200 sqft 1,334,100 sqft 229,700 sqft 41,400 sqft 0 0 1,755,400 sqft

Basement 0 0 104,800 sqft 104,800 sqft 0 0 0 101,000 sqft 0 205,800 sqft
Total 255,000 sqft 1,334,100 sqft 229,700 sqft 41,400 sqft 101,000 sqft 0 sqft 1,961,200 sqft

Terreform Proposal
Retail Residential Hotel Event Space Parking School Total

Local Destination Luxury Retail Total
Above Ground 37,000 sqft 113,200 sqft 12,000 sqft 162,200 sqft 1,457,800 sqft 0 0 0 30,000 sqft 1,650,000 sqft

Basement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,000 sqft 0 25,000 sqft
Total 162,200 sqft 1,457,800 sqft 0 sqft 0 sqft 25,000 sqft 30,000 sqft 1,675,000 sqft
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A. Westbrook Partners/Atlas Capital Group Proposal
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Terreform Proposal D 100,000 transfer
Retail Residential Hotel Event Space Parking School Total

Local Destination Luxury Retail Total
Above Ground 37,000 sqft 113,200 sqft 12,000 sqft 162,200 sqft 1,457,800 sqft 0 0 0 30,000 sqft 1,650,000 sqft

Basement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,000 sqft 0 25,000 sqft
Total 162,200 sqft 1,457,800 sqft 0 sqft 0 sqft 25,000 sqft 30,000 sqft 1,675,000 sqft
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B. Air Rights Split Between St. Johns and Hudson Square District
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C. All Air Rights Transfer to Hudson Square District

Terreform Proposal C no transfer
Retail Residential Hotel Event Space Parking School Total

Local Destination Luxury Retail Total
Above Ground 37,000 sqft 113,200 sqft 12,000 sqft 162,200 sqft 1,357,800 sqft 0 0 0 30,000 sqft 1,550,000 sqft

Basement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,000 sqft 0 25,000 sqft
Total 162,200 sqft 1,357,800 sqft 0 sqft 0 sqft 25,000 sqft 30,000 sqft 1,575,000 sqft
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Terreform Proposal F Neighborhood Context
Retail Residential Hotel Event Space Parking School Total

Local Destination Luxury Retail Total
Above Ground 37,000 sqft 113,200 sqft 12,000 sqft 162,200 sqft 1,207,800 sqft 0 0 0 30,000 sqft 1,400,000 sqft

Basement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,000 sqft 0 25,000 sqft
Total 162,200 sqft 1,207,800 sqft 0 sqft 0 sqft 25,000 sqft 30,000 sqft 1,425,000 sqft
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D. Contextual Development With No Air Rights Transfer
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E. Total 1.5 Million Sq. Ft. Air Rights Transfer to Hudson Yards

1,500,000 sq.ft. air rights 
transferred from Hudson River 
Park to Hudson Yards  

Phase 2: Western Rail Yard 

Phase 1: Eastern Rail Yard
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If Barry Diller Were Really Civic Minded
Barry Diller has gained approval to construct – at the currently estimated cost of $200 million – an entertainment pier (dubbed the “Dillerium” by 
one wag) further up river near his Chelsea offices.  Although we concede the tastiness of the design, we urge Diller to abandon these plans and 
spend his $200 million on Pier 40.  $100 million would secure the structure and the additional $100 million could provide an area of performance 
and recreational space at least equivalent to what his new purpose-built pier would provide.  The investment could also leverage additional 
commercial uses that would secure the pier’s future and help support the park.

The proposal sketched here assumes that the pier retains its current shape but adds a number of new uses that will not subtract from maximized 
recreational space but enlarge it.  A marina is suggested as is a ferry terminal, floating bars, restaurants, gymnasia, schools, and other marine and 
amphibious vessels: in general, the Hudson River Park takes little advantage of its augmentation by boats and barges. This fantasy also includes a 
large amphitheater and smaller theatric islands, an elementary school, a ring of commercial space, interior parking, and greatly expanded sports 
fields and recreational facilities.

Marina
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Floating Bar

Floating Bar

Resaurant

Resaurant

Amphitheater

Sport Fields

Sport Fields

Hotel/Conference 
Center

Amphitheater

ResaurantResaurant

Ferry Terminal

Ferry Terminal
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Gymnasia

School

Retails

School

School

School

View From Southwest View From Southeast

Barry Diller’s Pier Design 
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The Elephant In The Room
One of the most willfully myopic aspects of the 550 Washington Street project is its complete indifference to its location in a flood zone, one that was inundated during Superstorm Sandy.  Although the 
project for the “Big U” has been sketched and a portion across town along the East River has been nominally funded by the federal government, nothing has been started and the incoming administration 
– although avowedly friendly to investment in infrastructure – has signaled its suspicions of the fact of our environmental crisis and, by extension, its low priority for mitigation measures.  Even under the 
most optimistic scenarios it could be years before this part of town enjoys the protection it must have.  Can it be that no thought at all has been given to the risk this site faces?  The project on the boards 
reflects none: those hundreds of Mercedes parked underground will be in big trouble!

Visualzation of Superstorm Sandy Flooding 

St. Johns

Sandy Inundation Zone
2020 100-year Floodplain (11 inches of sea level rise)
2050 500-year Floodplain (31 inches of sea level rise)

Sandy Inundation: NYC Department of Small Business Services (SBS)
2020 Floodplain:  FEMA’s Preliminary Work Map data and the New York Panel on Climate 
Change’s 90th Percentile Projects for Sea-Level Rise 
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Appendix A: Manhattan Transfer
“Follow the money” is the immortal, if apocryphal, phrase uttered by Deep Throat, offering the 
key to unlocking the mysteries of Watergate.  Understanding cities requires similar forensics. 
Urban morphology maps the flow of cash with concrete precision and the New York skyline is a 
literal bar graph of investment and return. The manufacture of real estate (what some quaintly 
refer to as “architecture”) is our leading industry and the art of the deal the epicenter of our 
creativity.  Money not only talks, it designs and “planning” in most American cities is almost 
entirely devoted to refining the process of spatial arbitrage.

There’s a project underway on the Manhattan waterfront that spins this tangled web with a 
remarkable combination of clarity and opacity, exposing the freakish calculated collusion of 
intentions and outcomes that shapes the city.  The story begins in September 1985, when 
the death knell was sounded for Westway, a lunatic land manufacturing scheme to shove the 
Manhattan shoreline four hundred feet into the Hudson all the way from 40th Street to the 
Battery.  Beneath this massive fill was to have been embedded an Interstate - the most expensive 
per mile ever constructed - replacing the terminally rusted West Side Highway.  Planners were 
looking for the most extravagant scheme possible and were strongly supported by public 
officials (including Rockefeller, Koch, Cuomo the Elder, and Moynihan), the development 
community, and the construction unions.  

Visionary rhetoric and seductive greensward images notwithstanding, it was all about the 
money: the Feds would have picked up 90% of the $2.1 billion ($10 billion in today’s dollars) 
price-tag and the resulting 220 acres of new real estate - 100 for a park and the rest a free-fire 
development zone would have been the most spectacular piece of physical fiscalization in the 
city’s history.  But if the magnitude was singularly impressive, the impetus was widely shared. 
Cities all over the country had been committing urban suicide, ramming highways through their 
yielding tissues (often of color), to get their hands on that government cash and New York - 
cresting in the Robert Moses era - had been an absolute champ.

Westway was opposed by a coalition of environmentalists, mass transit advocates, community 
activists, and progressive pols but was finally killed by a Federal court ruling that its sponsors had 
failed to consider its potentially adverse impact on the Hudson’s striped bass population.  This 
narrowly-decided opinion nevertheless proved a turning point in the urban highway wars and, in 
its aftermath, Bella Abzug sponsored legislation allowing a trade-in of highway money for mass 
transit, to the great benefit of our subways, buses, and pedestrians, and other cities – from San 
Francisco to Seattle - began tearing down the Waterfront highways, a continuing trend. 

Today, instead of Westway, we have a surface “boulevard” that - if billions cheaper, tree-lined, 
and lit by ornamental luminaires – is still too much of a surrender of this precious edge to traffic.  
Along the road’s waterside, though, runs the lovely, if incomplete, Hudson River Park which, while 
far from big enough to meet demand, offers great pleasures as it struggles towards durability 
and completion. Instrumentally, the park both reproduces and inverts the Westway principle.  
Westway proposed to use public funds simultaneously for public benefit (a highway and a park) 
and to create opportunities for the accumulation of private wealth, which would, in theory, yield 
further public return in the form of income from land sales and real estate taxes.  The current 

park, on the other hand, although built substantially with public funds for public use, is not 
exactly a public work, inasmuch as it is obliged to finance its own future by directly attracting 
private capital.   This parlous paradigm of the “public-private partnership” has, in our Republican 
age, become the default strategy for “public” development and has deeply embedded the 
culture of the trade-off (literal pay to play in the case of the park) in our civic life.  

The genius of progressive taxation for “general revenue” is that, in theory, it embodies that 
equitable proposition, “from each according to his ability, to each according to his need.”  If the 
U.S. system is wildly distorted on both collection and distribution sides, ability and need are 
nominally meant to be determined democratically.  Unfortunately, when democracy lurches 
towards plutocracy, the distortions on both ends grow, to the inevitable detriment of public 
needs. As the system becomes more and more regressive, the question of public benefit is 
increasingly situated in the elective territory of philanthropy – optional altruism - rather than 
collective responsibility.  A tax code designed to favor private fortunes (with the corollary 
commonweal reliant on trickle-down) begs the question of their public disposition, ceding this 
to individual interest, itself answerable to charity, guilt, avarice, deductibilty, and political power 
in varying degrees, depending on whether the fortune belongs to the Koch Brothers, Bill Gates, 
Andrew Carnegie, sundry Rockefellers and Fords, or the Clinton Foundation.  The demonization 
of shared – “redistributed” - wealth is a trope as abiding as it is rank: one reason that Bernie was 
ultimately unsuccessful is our generalized hostility to high-tax. Scandinavian-style, “welfare 
states” (every citizen a welfare king or queen!) and the sapping canard of the individual initiative-
killing effects of “hand-outs” from Big Nanny.  

Even in “liberal” New York, we’ve long since internalized Trumpism as policy: everything’s 
a deal.  “Return” on public investment must not simply be quantifiable (gross municipal 
happiness anyone?) but literally monetized. This calculus undergirds the arcane systems of 
swaps and bonuses that radically territorialize and delimit our practices of urban planning and 
improvement, with the result that we now insist that virtually every public enterprise (save, 
of course, warfare - although Trump’s neo-imperialist, spoils-to-the-victor, proposals might 
bring this too under the umbrella of self-finance) demonstrably pay for itself.  Thus, instead of 
public construction of housing we have inclusionary zoning, instead of public education we 
have charter schools and rising college tuition, and instead of public healthcare we have the 
confusions and insufficiencies of a rapacious marketplace.  And, littering New York, we have 
those oxymoronic POPS – “privately owned public spaces” – a sad archipelago of plazas and 
lobbies (Trump Tower’s among them!), purchased in a currency of lost light, air, revenue, equity, 
and pride.

Any trade begs the question of who gets the better of it.  Are the view-blocking luxury apartments 
now built in its midst too high a price for the excellent Brooklyn Bridge Park?  The conundrum 
lies less in the answer than the question with its predicate in a fragmented, discontinuous, idea 
of public space.  Its further, and all too legible implication is that the location and quality of such 
spaces depend on their realization in places where they can graft values from already successful 
environments.  Precisely because the investment is both self-serving and easily recouped in a rising 
gyre of adjoining real estate prices, private money pours into Central Park, those condos rise in 

By Michael Sorkin, Architects Newspaper, October 26, 2016
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Brooklyn, the High-Line flourishes, and Barry Diller wants to build a Fantasy Island on piles in the 
Hudson - just beyond the window his office - in the “undeveloped” waters between the piers of the 
park.

Like Brooklyn Bridge Park, Hudson River Park is administered by a trust, a legal arrangement in 
which someone’s property – in this case New York City’s and New York State’s – is managed by 
someone else.  The Hudson River Park Trust was created by the State Legislature in 1998 - during 
the Pataki administration - and is nominally controlled by a thirteen-member board of directors, 
five appointed by the Governor, five by the Mayor, and three by the Manhattan Borough 
President.  The Trust’s board, however, is backed by another larger and perhaps more important 
one: the self-perpetuating “Friends of Hudson River Park,” charged with fund-raising for on-going 
construction and maintenance and largely comprised of investment bankers and real estate 
types (as well as – for cultural leavening - Martha Stewart and David Chang, of Momofuku fame). 
Both boards are dominated by Madelyn Wils, the Trust’s President and CEO since 2011, a shrewd 
and well-connected operative with long executive service on the city’s Economic Development 
Corporation, the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, and – as Chairman – Community 
Board One, in lower Manhattan.  

It has fallen to Wils to deal with fact that the park, legally obliged by the terms of the trust to 
self-finance, is stone broke.  Her duties thus include not simply supervising the operation of 
the park but, most crucially, fulfilling the Trust’s mandate to “ensure the park’s future financial 
self-sufficiency by developing the remaining commercial nodes.”  These “nodes” include both 
the actively commercial piers under its control (the Chelsea Piers sports complex, the New York 
Waterway ferry terminal, the Intrepid Air and Space Museum, etc.) as well as the unrealized 
potential of other undeveloped piers (or deals for new ones like Diller’s island).  Its largest such 
asset is the fifteen-acre Pier 40, former terminus of the Holland America line, which occupies a 
charismatic spot between Greenwich Village and Tribeca, west of burgeoning “Hudson Square”, 
an area recently rebranded and rezoned to incite development and supersede its industrial 
past by attracting “creative” and tech uses, luxury housing, and a froth of Portland-sur-Hudson 
amenities to go with.  Pier 40 currently accounts for approximately 30% of the Trust’s revenue 
– mainly from parking nearly 2,000 cars (a truly idiotic use for one the city’s most wonderful 
sites) – but is crumbling and urgently needs extensive rehabilitation.  It’s best known by locals 
for holding several large - and much beloved - playing fields in an area that is one of the most 
underserved with recreational space in the city.  Cash must somehow be milked from this alpha 
cow. 

Accordingly, on her arrival, Wils and Board Chair Diana Taylor took control of the then moribund 
“friends,” loading it with wealthy donors.  This move was not without turbulence, including 
the 2012 purge of uber-developer Douglas Durst (who did not go quietly), nominally over a 
fight about the Trust’s intention to build housing on Pier 40, which Durst thought might be 
more profitably exploited by something more commercial.   Indeed, over the years, a variety 
of contentious schemes for the pier have been mooted, including construction of offices, 
housing, shopping malls, theme parks, a permanent home for Cirque du Soleil, more parking, the 
expansion of NYU, and other not-exactly-park-like uses.  

However, this being New York, the pier also offers possible monetization through the sale of 
its very lack of development: by cashing in on its air rights.  The main impediment to this has 
been that New York’s air rights regulations restrict their transfer to another site within a single 
block or zoning lot, technically obliging the pier’s rights to be fully exploited on the pier itself.  

Re-enter the State Legislature.  In 2013, the Hudson River Park Act was amended to permit the 
transfer of the park’s air rights (in toto around 1.5 million square feet) to “receiving sites” within 
a zone a block deep on the other side of West Street, the park’s landside boundary, running 
from 59th Street to Canal Street.  This amendment was crucial both in establishing the park’s 
most potentially lucrative revenue stream and in enabling a particular deal already in the works 
between the Trust, the city, the state, and a consortium of developers (one of whom – Michael 
Novogratz – who subsequently (and profitably) sold his share - just happened to be the chair of 
the park’s “friends”) : the transfer of 200,000 square feet of development rights to a site directly 
across West Street, now occupied by the ginormous, three-block-long, St. John’s Terminal 
Building, erstwhile end-point of the High Line (and, interestingly enough, with Bloomberg LC its 
major tenant). 

Throughout this multi-party negotiation, the key intermediary was the PR firm of James 
Capalino.  Capalino is a long-time donor, fundraiser, bundler, and pal to Bill de Blasio who, in 
2015, somehow made more money ($12.9 million) than any other lobbyist representing clients 
to the city.   Capalino’s much in the news these days, implicated as the fixer in the lifting, by 
the city, of a deed restriction on the (now former) Rivington House AIDS Nursing Home on the 
Lower East Side, allowing it to be converted to upmarket condos.  Capalino represented the 
building’s owner – VillageCare, a non-profit - which sold the building to the Allure Group, a for-
profit nursing home company, which, with the restriction lifted, flipped the building to the Slate 
Property Group,  realizing (per The Wall Street Journal), a profit of a cool $72 million.  Capalino 
now works for the Chinese developer Dalian Wanda, itself a partner of China Vanke, part of the 
consortium that bought Rivington.   At the end of August, de Blasio – although claiming to know 
nothing about the deed deal approved by his administration – cut his erstwhile fundraiser loose: 
“I have not been in touch with Mr. Capalino….I do not have contact with him anymore.” 

According to a timeline put together by the excellent Danielle Tcholakian of DNAinfo based, in 
part, on documents obtained under Freedom of Information Law requests, Capalino e-mailed 
First Deputy Mayor Anthony Shorris in late January 2014 (just after the mayor’s inauguration) 
with a copy to Carl Weisbrod, who was himself appointed Commissioner of City Planning a week 
later!  The e-mail: “Tony, for the past twelve months, my firm has been working with Madelyn Wils 
on a proposal to secure a $100 million contribution by our client, Atlas Capital, to the Hudson 
River Park Trust to fund the cost of rehabilitation/stabilizing Pier 40 for continued recreational 
use. We are in discussions to have the residential project over St. Johns Terminal become an ESD 
(Empire State Development) project through a State sponsored general project plan.”

In fact, the Trust, the ESD, and the developer had already inked a secret Memorandum of 
Understanding in December of 2013  that fixed the scale of the project and the $100 million 
price for the enabling air rights.  According to Crain’s,  this had been signed-off on during the 
waning days of the Bloomberg administration by Robert Steel, the Deputy Mayor for Economic 
Development.  Bloomberg (as well as Wils and Weisbrod) apparently also supported the use of 
the “general project plan” to be overseen by the ESD, a process which the developer was eagerly 
seeking (via copious lobbying by Capolino’s firm) as a means of circumventing the city’s more 
rigorous Uniform Land Use Review Process (ULURP), an end-run the developer believed could 
save many years (and bucks) in obtaining approvals.  

Negotiations between the state, city, Trust, and developer – lubricated by the continuing 
ministrations of Capalino - were proceeding briskly in camera until May of 2015 when the secret 
MOU became public.  Consternation from Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer (“Shocked 
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is an understatement for how we all felt”) , Assembly Member Deborah Glick (a leader in the fight 
against building housing on the pier itself but also an original sponsor of the Albany transfer 
legislation, believing it the only hope for saving the pier), the media, and the public, resulted in 
an about face by the de Blasio administration – with the immediate agreement of the developer 
(who clearly knew who his friends were) – to renounce the MOU and the General Project Plan 
gambit and to go through ULURP.

ULURP – now nearing its conclusion - runs a statutory 200 days from the submission of the 
developer’s plans and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS).  During ULURP, these are 
reviewed, successively, by the affected Community Board (CB2), the Borough President, the City 
Planning Commission (which is obliged to hold a public hearing and did so on August 26), by 
the City Council (which may hold a public hearing), and finally by the Mayor.  The Community 
Board and the Borough President are authorized to make recommendations (including rejection) 
but these are entirely non-binding.  The Planning Commission, the Council, and the Mayor have 
actual power but, in the case of this project, the Planning Commissioner, the ambitious local 
city council person, Corey Johnson (who’s now backing off a bit), and the Mayor have long since 
come out in strong support of the deal and it’s unclear whether push-back from CB2, Borough 
President Brewer, a few members of the Planning Commission, and many in the community 
(including the energetic Greenwich Village Society for Historic Preservation which has been 
trying hard to use the deal to leverage its own struggle to preserve a large swathe of Greenwich 
Village just north of the site) will materially affect the final outcome.  Their concerns had little 
impact on Planning which, on October 17, voted to approve the project without substantial 
modification.

Since the proposed development departs radically from the site’s existing zoning, the 
Department of City Planning (a government agency that reports to the politically appointed City 
Planning Commission) prepared a revised zoning map to define a “Hudson River Park Special 
District” that could receive - and advantageously use - the transfer by greatly increasing allowable 
bulk, changing designated uses, permitting additional parking, and building in exceptions to 
the “contextual” strictures that govern the scale and character of construction nearby, including 
those revised to create the Hudson Square Special District a block away.  The parameters of 
the new receiving site, to the administration’s credit, would also bring the project under the 
Mandatory Inclusionary Zoning regime, which obliges the developer to provide a meaningful 
percentage of affordable housing in the mix but which also further ups the site’s permissible 
bulk.  The end-point of ULURP is approval, rejection, or modification of these zoning changes, 
which – if passed – will provide the legal space for the deal to be consummated.  

And the project?  Its design is a particularly ripe variation on the “form follows finance” mentality 
at the core of the way New York City plans and is larded with bluff (a big box store, vast amounts 
of parking, extremely tall towers, and a truly grotesque “as of right” alternative scheme (a 
standard-issue developer threat that could be built without special approvals should this deal 
come a cropper).  The plans have been skillfully reverse-engineered from the Trust’s primary 
imperative to realize the $100 million from the deal and are driven by its better-get-it-done-now 
recognition that public resistance to any further transfers into CB2 will be strenuously opposed, 
ditto possible transfers to other communities elsewhere along the waterfront.  Indeed, recent 
push-back to the plan from CB2 and the Borough President has specifically demanded that 
transfers from the park to the adjacent neighborhood be strictly capped at 200,000 feet.

Architecturally, the plan (albeit the work of good architects) is a bad one, both in its general 

outlines and in its particulars.  Most strikingly wrong is the almost complete disconnection of 
the special district – on which would rise by far the largest project ever constructed in CB2 - from 
its surroundings (including Pier 40 itself ) and its total failure to anticipate and conduce to future 
changes, including the much-wished restoration of the street grid obliterated by the St. John’s 
Building and by the equally long, single-story, UPS facility running parallel in the blocks behind 
it.  The vigorous development taking place on all sides (as well as future advances in logistics 
technology) will eventually create pressures on UPS (and nearby FEDEX) and provision should 
surely be made to restore the streets now erased, and to think about – to plan for - what will 
happen on these newly created blocks, including parks and schools.  

The plan placed on the table was clearly an opening gambit, stuffed with calculatedly negative 
capability in the form of too much stuff but also with a series of artful deficits that might open 
avenues for more positive demonstrations of cooperation.  For example, the public space 
component is, by the developer’s own arithmetic, so sparse that the project will produce a net 
decrease in local public space per capita.  The DEIS is also deeply suspect and blithely concludes 
that this humongous erection will have virtually no seriously adverse impacts on traffic, solar 
access, public services, and other critical infrastructure.  Equally irresponsible is the developer’s 
long-standing resistance to including a school to serve the kids among the thousands of new 
residents.  Finally, the plan is non-committal about its internal distribution of the mandatory 
affordable dwellings (as well as the actual degree of their affordability), although it appears 
they’re going to be primarily small units for seniors and concentrated in a single building, facing 
the UPS garage (the presentation package – full of street level perspectives rendered to obscure 
the mammoth bulk of the buildings looming out of frame - disingenuously depicts a rare 
apartment at the back of the building with a water view through a wee gap in the surrounding 
condos).

All of these issues might be addressed in a revised proposal and both CB2 and Borough 
President Brewer have demanded a number of adjustments.  But there’s a sad, deckchairs on 
the Titanic, quality to even the strongest of these, which, in the end, fall for the plan’s artful 
misdirection.  The salient, undeniable, fact is that the project is vastly over-scaled.  The tallest of 
its towers - at 420 feet - is three times the height of the surrounding built texture  and certain to 
have a deeply deleterious and distorting impact on the neighborhood that it and its companions 
will overwhelm.  The complex will also irrevocably alter the profile and rhythm of the Hudson 
riverfront as a whole, a contemptuous interruption in a continuous – and historic - low to 
mid-rise skyline that now stretches uninterrupted from Chelsea to Tribeca. An authentically 
“contextual” solution would simply extend the scale of the existing street wall which tops out at 
around fifteen stories.  Urbanistically speaking, this is clearly the right way to go.

In the report issued by her office, Brewer tellingly - if somewhat wistfully - observes that, 
given the city’s reliance on private development for the direct financing of public facilities, 
“the developer has a private interest that is paramount to any public interest.”  Yes, and?  Alas, 
no public body or official seems willing to walk away from the specific public return on this 
expression of private interests: the $100 million for Pier 40 repairs, the “up to” 476 units of 
affordable housing, the curb on further bulk transfers into CB2’s backyard, and support for 
landmarking the nearby South Village.  As the negotiations enter their end-game, a variety of 
predictable gambits are being played.  Westbrook Partners, the majority stakeholder (Atlas still 
holds a minority share), has just let it be known that it’s “rethinking” the project because of a 
weakening in the residential market and might be forced to revert to a purely commercial, as-
of-right, scheme.  More, Crain’s  reports that Westbrook is actively looking for an equity partner 
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for the site, which both suggestively reinforces the threat to abandon residential use entirely and 
almost certainly reveals the real plan beneath the plan: to get approvals for the maximum project 
and then flip the whole thing and walk away with the cash.

The public-private daisy chain keeps yielding moments of delirious, if nauseating, irony.  The 
City Planning Commission (Chairman, Carl Weisbrod) held a hearing on September 19, during 
which a few minutes were devoted to listening to the responses of the City Planning Department 
(Director, Carl Weisbrod) to questions raised about the project at their August meeting. A visibly 
nervous planner from the Department was obliged to present her answers to a body presided 
over by her boss, the man who had been most instrumental in structuring the deal now under 
review!  And, while we’re still in ironic mode, there’s another I find especially hard to overlook: 
the projected cost of Barry Diller’s little entertainment island has now reached $200 million.  The 
design (by Thomas Heatherwick) is tasty enough but the money would surely be better spent 
(and the island’s entertainment program easily accommodated without displacing the ball fields) 
were it to be used on Pier 40 – 100 million for repairs, 100 for theaters and trees.  And, Diller 
would have an irresistible counter to Doug Durst, who has been biliously bank-rolling lawsuits to 
thwart Barry’s plans, out of some truly pathetic billionaire pique.  

I make this suggestion seriously as one of a number of ways to manage and coordinate both 
direct investment in the park and the sale and use its air rights.  Another would be to expand 
the Hudson River Park Special District to encompass Hudson Square (and the UPS site which will 
surely be transformed at some point) and to radically disaggregate the 200,000 square feet into 
much smaller increments that could be added as a series of bonuses to the on-going wave on 
construction in the area.  Yet another would simply be to gerrymander a 1.5 million square foot 
skyscraper (or add just a few additional stories to several already proposed) into the thicket of 
towers under construction in Hudson Yards further uptown, an area already given over to large-
scale building and one that has a huge underbuilt perimeter (including the Javits Center) into 
which even these enormous numbers could easily be made to disappear.  

Our representatives should steel themselves and fight for the big picture, for something much 
better than this too-many-eggs in one basket contrivance.  The project is far, far, too big for the 
bearing capacity and character of its site and nibbling at the edges of the design – reducing 
parking, slightly shrinking a tower, 86-ing the big box that everyone knows is only there to 
disappear, redistributing bulk a bit, getting a few more affordable units, adding a wee plaza at 
grade – will make little real difference.  If public money cannot be made available for maintaining 
the public park (or housing the poor), the question of the fungibility of air rights – if that is to be 
the Trust’s primary asset - must be regulated with much greater invention and subtlety: having 
crossed the West Street Rubicon, there’s no reason this conjured property “right” cannot be more 
broadly and appropriately distributed.  Indeed, the question of the creation and deployment of 
these rights lies at the very core of the way in which we define public space.  It’s our air, after all!

The complete failure of the DCP, the Trust, or any other public (or quasi-public) body to formulate 
a rigorous, sustainable, and beautiful plan for this part of town is simply dereliction.  Not simply 
have they acquiesced in a completely barse-ackwards mode of defining and financing genuine and 
general public interests and slighted a truly collective vision of community needs, benefits, rights 
and desires, their “spot” planning mentality totally ignores a truly mammoth elephant the stalks the 
room: the inevitability of sea level rise that will almost certainly inundate this low-lying place, piers, 
special districts, underground parking, twee little shops, and all. While our public servants blithely 
order another cup of bouillon, an iceberg looms on the horizon.  Time to change course!

It’s not too late!  While the City Planning Commission voted to approve the plan almost entirely 
as originally presented, the Council (which tends to defer to the local member) and the Mayor 
can still intervene, although De Blasio in unlikely to oppose a creature he was so instrumental 
in stitching together.  The Commission altered the scheme only in cosmetic or predictable 
ways: the Big Box is now gone as are the “public” bridges over Houston Street.  The developer 
has also agreed to provide 10,000 square feet of subterranean recreational space that would be 
publicly “available” on unspecified terms.  A little more open space is to be squeezed in at grade.  
However, no modification of the project footprint was to reconnect the street grid, no guarantees 
were offered about a cap on transfers into CB 2, no reduction was made in height, and nothing 
was said about the larger context of the project, including the form and use of Pier 40 or the 
character of the extended neighborhood.  

As part of the deal, however, the South Village Historic District has been “calendared” by the 
Landmarks Commission (how this came to happen is murky), launching a process of hearings, 
deliberations, and possible designation.  This agreement to hear the case was apparently 
the result of strong – and long - advocacy by the Greenwich Village Historic Society, CB2, 
Councilperson Johnson, and others, and Andrew Berman, the energetic Director of GVSHP (with 
Johnson’s apparent support) has threatened to fight to derail the project should the South 
Village landmarking fail to go forward.  Courage to them both!  And to those who are opposed 
to dumping any further FAR into CB2 and to all who advocate for more public space, affordable 
housing, and rational planning.

Yet, whatever the outcome of the landmarking gambit, the fundamental contradiction at the 
heart of both project and process looms huge, both literally and conceptually.  I’ve met virtually 
nobody with a non-financial stake in the new building who supports it as a piece of architecture 
or planning, simply as the formal resultant of a negotiation for something else.  This is the heart 
of the deal, the inevitability that there will be winners and losers.  The developer wants to build 
a gigantic project and has surely calculated its return with precision, using a knowable metric 
of profit.  The city – in all its roots and branches – is obliged to a far more notional heuristic in 
determining the cost of our benefit.  Would it be a good deal if it only produced the hundred 
million for the pier?  The hundred million plus the affordable housing?   Plus the South Village 
Historic District?  Should the developer be offered another 100,000 square feet to build a school?  
To decrease the building footprint by going higher still?

That we have tipped so far to inducement rather than obligation as a planning strategy is a 
tragic, even Trumpian, marker of the decay of the commons.  This collusive failure of imagination, 
responsibility, and democracy is staggering, if all too typical. Time to demand a vision that 
grows from our shared “right to the city”, planning that looks beyond a contracting, bottom-line, 
approach to the possible and sees our architecture not simply as an outcome but an aspiration.   

No deal!
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Appendix  B: NYU Plan
It seems clear that the current plan for the expansion of the main campus of NYU is not entirely optimal.  Construction on the existing residential superblocks will unavoidably cause years of disruption 
to the daily lives of residents of both NYU’s housing and of the surrounding neighborhood.  And, the end effect of the inscription of additional building will surely compromise the formal quality of 
those blocks, adding mass and density where there is no urbanistic call for it.  While we fully understand the university’s desire to leverage the happy encounters of campus life by adding its new 
facilities in proximity to existing concentrations around Washington Square, we note that core functions of the campus are already substantially distributed around the neighborhood and beyond 
and that there is elasticity in the idea of propinquity.  Our question to ourselves was whether there were viable alternatives for a non-disruptive, concentrated expansion, within a reasonable walking 
compass of NYU’s center of gravity.  We believe we have found one such possibility and offer it as “friends of the court,” sympathetic to the desires of NYU for additional space, admiring of the existing 
architecture of the superblock sites, and eager to see our neighborhood develop in a way that both preserves and enhances its unique character, a character that immeasurably contributes to NYU’s 
own remarkable qualities of place.

This proposal suggests accommodating NYU’s academic expansion at the end of Houston Street on Pier 40, in the adjacent St. John’s Building, and on the legendary ocean liner S.S. United States.  Pier 
40 has long been a site in search of a use and our scheme offers an opportunity for new university facilities, for an expansion of the existing athletic fields, and for other new community and retail uses.  
Of course, a project like this will be subject to much negotiation and review and does require the removal of the parking currently occupying the pier, which we regard as thoroughly incompatible with 
the superb waterfront site.  But this project includes an aggregate of academic facilities roughly comparable to those currently proposed by NYU for its Greenwich Village site and additional space for 
student, faculty, and visitor housing in a highly glamorous setting. It enables the existing Coles Gymnasium to be retained at its existing location and the current superblocks to remain as they are.  

Our scheme is, of course, contingent on transfer of all or part of Pier 40 to NYU and the acquisition of the St. John’s building and the S.S. United States, which is currently the subject of an RFP for re-
use and has previously been floated as a hotel and conference venue. This scheme offers the advantages of non-disruption in the Village, easy access to the central campus, a spectacularly desirable 
location, and what might well be a lower aggregate cost to the university.  While the designs offered here are highly preliminary – the drawings are more notional than architectural - and would need 
to be carefully contoured to actual uses and configured to resist flooding risk, the availability of this virtual ready-made is intended to suggest the availability of sound – even superior - alternatives 
to current plans.  It is offered in full awareness of the vital role NYU plays in the life of the city and the Village and seeks to conduce an expansion of the university’s facilities that will make a positive 
contribution both to NYU and its neighborhood.  We would be delighted to develop it further.

By Michael Sorkin Studio, prepared in 2012 as the debate raged about the expansion of NYU’s campus
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Appendix C: West Side Waterfront
By Michael Sorkin Studio, 1997
This unsolicited masterplan for the Manhattan waterfront from 14th Street to Battery Park City is a response to the tepid official plans for the reconstruction of the roadway.  It takes as its premise the idea that the waterfront 
is not simply a seam between land and river but a gradient with effects felt deep in the city.  Accordingly, the plan suggests a series of small parks and the “greenfill” of portions of local streets to bring the energy of the 
transformation as far as Sixth Avenue.

Along the water edge itself, a channel has been created to allow water born transportation to flow near the new boulevard, facilitating access.   Building this channel requires the inborn ends of the existing piers to be snipped 
off and rebridged to allow passage of boats below.   A number of new piers also are created for a variety of recreational activities.  Additionally, a series of set piece waterfront spaces – including the grand Piazza San Giuliani – 
have been proposed.


